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Manama

Princess Al-Jawhara Al 
Ibrahim Centre for 

Molecular Medicine and 
Inherited Disorders at the 
Arabian Gulf University, 
is organising a genetics 
conference  entitled, “Human 
Genetics, Epigenetics, and 
Personalised Genomics”  
from March 17-18.  Experts 
from US, New Zealand, 
Canada and Japan as well as 
various Arab countries such 
as Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, 
UAE, Kuwait, Egypt, Iraq, 
Lebanon, Sudan and Jordan 
are  participating in the   
event.

Riyadh

The Saudi Royal Court 
announced yesterday the 

death of Prince Abdulaziz bin 
Bandar bin Mohammed bin 
Abdulaziz Al Saud. A funeral 
prayer will be performed for 
the soul of the deceased at 
Imam Turki bin Abdullah 
Mosque in Riyadh after Asr 
prayer today, Saudi Press 
Agency (SPA) said.

Genetics conference
from March 17-18

Saudi Royal Court mourns 
Prince Abdulaziz 
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Haas claims stage 2 
of Tour of Oman
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DUAL CHINESE NEW 
YEAR RECIPES TO 
TRY OUT THIS YEAR!

The ‘Winchester’
tale comes to life.
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Benefits of Inversions

Filled to the Gills 
with Indian
 Royalty

Milestone Achieved!

In-line with its participation in the fourth edition of the Bahrain 
Shopping Festival ‘Shop Bahrain’, Bab Al Bahrain Mall successfully 
concluded the ‘Traditional Gaming Tournament’ that attracted a 
large number of participants. The activity that aimed to revive the 

Kingdom’s traditions and preserve it for future generations, included a 
wide range of fun activities for the whole family to enjoy, and was held in a 
festive atmosphere showcasing the Kingdom’s long-standing heritage to 
residents and visitors. The Traditional Gaming Tournament included The 

Domino and traditional 
checkers game.

Aimed at promoting the essence of Feb14 which is to 
cherish and commit to our loved ones as opposed 
to involvement in any activities that may disrupt 
the peace of this island, a promotional video, being 

called out as love campaign has been made.
“Spread the love” campaign aims to bring back the essence 
of celebrating love and what has been given to us. The 
campaign focuses on the happiness effect which is driven 
by emotions of content and togetherness as it showcases 
three different marriage proposals; defining the warmth this 
island portrays. 
Made by W Gate, Marketing and PR Manager, Aline K.Matta, 
shared: “We believe that love is indeed the fifth element to 

build a healthy community for us as 
individuals and for our world as a 

whole; so let’s smile with our hearts 
and spread the love wherever we 
go.”

Bend it like
‘Estelle’
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In light of, and to support the blessed Bahrain Royal National 
Government’s legislation 07/2015, to protect women from 
domestic violence, Women’s Crisis Care International Consulting 
(WCCI) has announced the launch of the first ever full-scale Arabic-

speaking women’s domestic and sexual violence crisis advocacy 
program in the world.
Bahrain is one of the first countries in the region and in the Arab 
world to outlaw and criminalize domestic violence, indicating the 
compassionate and progressive stance Bahrain takes in support of 
women.
With this, WCCI will initiate the crisis advocacy program on Feb20 
and it will include talk-support on the telephone helpline, immediate 
in-person support at the WCCI office, at American Mission Hospital, 
WCCI’s official partner, and/or accompaniment to the police station or 
clinics, as requested by the client.

Crisis advocacy programs are designed to support 
victims of abuse, by providing them with emotional 
and informational support. A key tenet of advocacy is 
to empower the women by never giving advice, only 
information, and helping her to accomplish her goals as 
she sees best fit.  Speaking to Weekender, WCCI Founder 
‘Mary-Justine Todd’ stated, ““I am so happy and so proud 
to announce the launch of world’s first and only full-scale 
Arabic-speaking women’s crisis advocacy program. Our 
team of dedicated women have worked tirelessly to 
prepare and initiate these services. We are lucky to be 
working in Bahrain, a compassionate and progressive 
community, where we have had endless support. Now we 
can give back to the community in their native language. I 
also want to send the most sincere thank you to everyone 
who has helped us along this journey!” 
WCCI has been operating a full-scale English advocacy 
program since January of 2016. Support is available to 
all women and all services for victims of abuse are 100% 
free and confidential. Operating hours for the Arabic 
program are from 6am till 6pm, hotline: 66710901 and for 
the English programme, its 24hours a day and hotline is 
38447588.

Recalling those 
‘Heritage Moments’   

My Traditional Date with Grandpa
Here’s your chance to enjoy a day of 
bowling with your loved ones. Simply 
share with us a memory or a fond date 
with an elderly loved one, highlighting a 
certain game, story or incident shared 
of something that has become obsolete 
now. The winning tale wins bowling 
vouchers from Adhari Park. Send your 
story along with your picture and that 
person to editor@weekender.bh by Feb20. 
Good Luck!

You can watch the video here: 

Spread
the
Love!

Aysha Almaoyyed, a new Arabic speaking 
advocate , doing role plays in training

Mary Justine Todd
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$30bn Turkey pledges $5 billion credit, the 
biggest contribution at the meet

Saudi Arabia commits $1.5 billion

Arab Fund to provide $1.5 billion in 
infrastructure aid

The United Arab Emirates pledges 
$500 million

Germany pledges $617 million

European Union $494 million

Islamic Development Bank to 
contribute $500 million

Kuwait City 

A total of $30 billion 
in pledges were 

made yesterday at a donor 
conference for Iraq’s 
reconstruction after the 
country’s devastating war 
with the Islamic State group, 
falling well short of the $88.2 
billion Baghdad is seeking.

The biggest pledge at 
the gathering in Kuwait 
came from Turkey, which 
announced $5 billion in credit 
to Iraq, while Kuwait’s ruling 
emir said his nation will give 
$1 billion in loans and $1 

billion in direct investments.
Saudi Arabia pledged $1.5 

billion while the Kuwait-
based Arab Fund says Iraq 
will receive $1.5 billion in 
infrastructure aid in coming 
years.

Qatar has pledged $1 billion. 
The United Arab Emirates 
pledged $500 million, as did 
the Islamic Development 
Bank. Germany pledged 500 
million euros ($617 million) 
and the European Union 400 
million euros ($494 million).

The United States, which 
has been embroiled in Iraq 

since its 2003 invasion that 
toppled Saddam Hussein, 
did not directly give at the 
conference in Kuwait City. 
However, it plans to offer over 
$3 billion in loans and other 
financing to help American 
firms invest in Iraq.

Kuwait’s donation 
particularly was in many ways 
stunning as only a generation 
ago, Saddam Hussein invaded 
that country. The donation 
by Kuwait’s ruling emir, the 
88-year-old Sheikh Sabah Al 
Ahmad Al Sabah, showed the 
deep interest his nation has in 

making sure Iraq becomes a 
peaceful, stable country after 
the war against IS. Iraq also 
still owes Kuwait reparations 
from Saddam’s 1990 invasion 
that sparked the 1991 U.S.-led 
Gulf War.

“This large assembly of 
international communities 
that are here today is 
reflective of the large loss 
that Iraq withstood in facing 
terrorism,” Sheikh Sabah 
said. “Iraq cannot commence 
the mission of rebuilding 
itself without support, which 
is why we are all here today 

from all around the world, 
to stand by Iraq’s side.” 
Wednesday is the last day for 
the funding to come forward 
at the summit held in Bayan 
Palace in Kuwait City. Iraq, 
however, still needs far more 
donations — overall, Baghdad 
is seeking $88.2 billion in aid 
from donors.

Among the hardest-hit 
areas in Iraq is the city of 
Mosul, which Iraqi forces, 
aided by a U.S.-led coalition, 
recaptured from the Islamic 
State group in July 2017.

       (Continued on Page 2)

The international conference for the reconstruction of Iraq held in Kuwait City yesterday. Minister of Foreign Affairs, Shaikh Khalid bin Ahmed bin 
Mohammed Al Khalifa, third from right,  is also seen. 


